LIST OF APPROVED INQUIRY CORE COURSES (Fall 2010)

(Note: Some of these have prerequisites.)

Approved courses within the School of Education

Y502 Intermediate Inferential Statistics (must be taken concurrently with Y500)
Y515/H510 Foundations of Educational Inquiry (x-listed course; one of these required for Inquiry majors)
Y520 Strategies for Educational Inquiry (students may take either Y 520 or Y 521; only 1 of these will count in their degree program)
Y521 Methodological Approaches to Educational Inquiry (YS21 required for Inquiry majors)
Y525 Survey Research Methodology
Y527 Educational Assessment and Psychological Measurement
Y535 Evaluation Models & Techniques
Y600 Methodological Implications of Social and Psychological Theories (required for Inquiry majors)
Y603 Statistical Design of Educational Research (must be taken concurrently with Y500)
Y604 Applied Multivariate Statistics (must be taken concurrently with Y500)
Y611 Qualitative Inquiry in Education
Y612 Critical Qualitative Inquiry I (recommended for those who intend to take at least 2 qualitative courses)
Y613 Critical Qualitative Inquiry II (recommended for those who intend to take at least 2 qualitative courses)
Y617 Psychometric Theory
Y627 Advanced Measurement
Y630 Narrative Theory and Inquiry
Y631 Discourse Theory and Analysis
Y635 Evaluation Models & Techniques
Y637 Categorical Data Analysis
Y639 Multilevel Models
Y645 Covariance Structure Analysis
Y655 Longitudinal Data Analysis
Y671 Knowledge, Reflection and Critique in Methodological Theory
Y672 Communicative Action Theory

Approved Courses outside of the School of Education

ANTH E600 Phenomenology and Anthropology
BUS K505 Quantitative Decision Models
BUS K512 Multivariate Statistical Analysis
BUS K571 Quantitative Analysis
BUS K572 Applied Statistics
BUS K605 Multidimensional Scaling
BUS Z634 Seminar in Applied Behavior Measurement
HIST H501 Historical Methodology
STAT S501 Statistical Methods 1: Introduction to Statistics
STAT S503 Statistical Methods 2: Generalized linear models and Categorical data
STAT S640 Multivariate data analysis

HIST H540 Quantitative Methods in History
PSY P536 Theory of Tests and Measurements
PSY P553 Advanced Statistics in Psychology I
PSY P554 Advanced Statistics in Psychology II
PSY P654 Multivariate Analysis
SOC S652 Topics in Qualitative Methods
SOC S659 Qualitative Methods in Sociology
SPEA V507 Analysis and Modeling for Public Affairs

Other courses may be approved upon review of program faculty.